Reinstate the 1,047 JNR workers!

Fight back the Abe government—constitutional revision and assault on employment and labor!

June 5
JNR Struggle
National Rally

Sunday, June 5
1 PM (Doors open at noon)
Great Hall, Edogawa Cultural Center
4-14-1, Chuo, Edogawa-ku, Tokyo

Join us in starting a New Petition Campaign to Demand Withdrawal of
Dismissal!
Reinstate the fired 1,047 workers!
The time is ripe for building up of fighting worker's union to strike back!
Defeat the Abe administration! Stop the revision of the constitution and
aggressive war on Korean Peninsula!
Refuse radiation-exposed labor! Stop the entire Jyoban Line express line
from reopening!
Let us create Doro-Sorengo (National Federation of National Railway
Motive Power Unions) nationwide to fight against outsourcing and
casualization!

The struggle to reinstate the 1,047 dismissed railway workers has reached its 30th anniversary, as the longest and greatest labor dispute after WWII. On
June 30, 2015 the Supreme Court acknowledged that the JR Companies and the JNR jointly created the list of prospective employees with intention of
unfair labor practices. Doro-Chiba demanded JR East Company reinstatement of its members and proposed to begin collective bargaining. It is a new
beginning for the fight against this unlawful dismissal and for the reinstatement of the 1,047 workers
On top of the deteriorated revisions already made on the Worker Dispatch Law, the Abe administration is plotting to pass the Zero Overtime Bill and
legalizing firing through paying some money this September. It is the largest Labor Law destruction in the post-WWII era. The basic rights of workers
on employment, wages, hours and such are being ripped out from its roots; they literally aim to turn the whole workforce into irregularly employed.
This national rally will be held with an aim to unfold railway movement anew and revive class-based labor movements. We appeal for all to participate.
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